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•  Equal Access Required for Beaches and  
Playgrounds

  The American Disabilities Act (ADA) requires 
that all public playgrounds and beaches be made 
accessible to America’s 43 million disabled citi-
zens. Beachrings2 makes it easy and cost-effective 
for you to comply with the ADA.

•  Benefits
  —High wear resistance
 —Flexibility in cold temperatures
 —Longer-lasting color
 — Lightweight
 —Portable and reusable
 —Easy to install and store
 — Protects fragile environments—controlled 

access from the parking areas to the shoreline, 
thus encouraging users to stay off sensitive 
vegetated areas.

•  Applications
 — Wheelchair, handicapped, and stroller access  

to beaches
 — Election-day access to voting booths and sites
 — Emergency vehicle access on sand, mud,  

or snow
 — Temporary cemetery and funeral access to  

plots and markers
 —Festival, display, and pedestrian event access

•  Maintenance Is Quick and Simple
  There’s no extra equipment required to keep  

your Beachrings2 system clean. Simply sweep 
them—manually or tractor-mount—while  
in place.

Portable and Reusable Mats for Wheelchair Access

Beachrings2—Preassembled Roll Sizes
 Tiles Width Length Diameter Area Weight
 Model No. Config. m ft m ft cm    in m2 ft2 kg lbs
 Single Tile 1 1x1 .40 1.3 .40 1.3 na na .16 1.72 .28 .83
 A 6 2x3 .8 2.6 1.2 3.9 20 8 .96 10.3 2.3 5
 B 12 2x6 .8 2.6 2.4 7.9 25 10 1.9 20.7 4.5 10
 C 15 3x5 1.2 3.9 2.0 6.6 23 9 2.4 25.8 5.7 12.5
 D 24 3x8 1.2 3.9 3.2 10.8 30 12 3.8 41.3 9 20
 E 36 4x9 1.6 5.2 3.6 11.8 35 14 5.8 62 13.6 30
 F 48 4x12 1.6 5.2 4.8 15.7 38 15 7.7 82.7 18.1 40

Beachrings2 is available in three standard colors— 
sky blue, tan, and gray. Call for custom-color pricing.  
Available in preassembled rolls and in individual tiles (see chart).

Cover photo: Beachrings2 provides access for all visitors at Foster Beach, Chicago, IL.

The top surface of  
Beachrings2 is slightly textured  

for traction and provides a cooler  
walking surface than hot sand. 

Rings and ribbing on the bottom  
prevent movement on the  

shifting sand or mud.

“These mats have provided a much-needed service for the handicapped in our town. 
they not only allow wheelchairs access to the beach, but people with walkers and 
canes are now able to reach the water. The residents of the town have been calling our 
department with rave reviews of the mats.” —Dave Curley, Director, Recreation and 
Human Services, Barnstable, MA.


